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Looper pedal boss

Whether you're following a pedal looper to finally start with an ambient prog project, or giving your band a boost through layers of electric guitar and live acoustic guitar parts, having a pedal loop in pride of space on your pedalboard will open you up to radically different creative approaches that can become signature with enough practice. Here we rounded
up the best looper pedals available today to help you understand what looping is and where to start. Some artists use loopers to trigger pre-recorded samples instead of looping their riffs on the fly (like Ed Sheeran), and many looper pedals now support importing and exporting sound clips and even an external memory card. Cyber Monday capped the
dealTC Electronic Ditto X4 Looper: it was $259, now $199, save $60 the flagship TC looper had $60 knocked out the price in what is sure to be the best looper pedal deal this season. Its no-nonsense workflow work gives you two stereo loops with stop/start function and undo/redo for each, as well as seven on board FX loops, and USB connectivity to charge
the backing tracks. See DealIf you're not sure where to start with a loop, you don't have to be particularly complicated to get started. If you only have, say, one or two sound effects or overdubs per song, a simple looper pedal can replace a drum trigger pad or even a laptop in a live rig. The loop pedal is also more portable - especially if you have an ever-
growing pedal - and much cheaper to replace if it is damaged or stolen. With the sales season in full effect, now is a great chance to catch the loop pedal with a healthy discount. We'll be covering the best Black Friday guitar deals and Cyber Monday guitar deals here at Guitar World.What's the best pedal looper right now? For the most basic but effective live
options among the best looper pedals here, it's hard to get past the TC Electronic Ditto Looper X2. With basically only two controls (start and stop), it's hard to break live loops unless time is really off. With a bit of practice before you take public things, the Ditto Looper X2 is as powerful as anything else, and the lack of quantization is actually a bonus if you're
playing different timessignatures or using polyrhythms. If you have money to burn, and the smaller units featured in this best loop pedal guide don't cut it for you in terms of function or number of loops, the Boomerang III return sampler is our best recommendation. Simply put, you will find this unit at the feet of many tourist artists who use loops. The new entry
is Boss RC-10R Rhythm Loop Station. This looper/drum machine hybrid has a load on board beats and loops to really inspire your creativity. Choosing the best loop pedal for youIn the simple end of choosing the best looper pedals, there are units, they record the phrase and immediately start playing it back, with a few to no controls on the front panel except
perhaps the mix control. In the most complex, loopers act as Workstations that enable multiple channels of synchronized sound, quantification and various timesheelings, as well as foot controls dedicated to each loop. For our money, the most important feature of the best loop pedals is a dedicated start/stop button for loops. Most loopers above the basic
base class models will be this, but at the expense of a larger pedal. If you use it live, such a feature is basically essential. If it is designed only for exercise or songwriting, you can get away with streamlined units. Additional features, such as quantization, can be extremely useful, but we've found that they often require changes to live configurations. For
example, a drummer plays with a click. When using quantized loops, you can sometimes find yourself avoiding organic compositional tricks, such as changing time stamps or the tempo of a song. Sometimes less really is more. Finally, as it is likely that the arrangement of recorded loops will be relevant for analog/digital/analog quality (or A/D/A conversion).
As with daw recording, 24bit is a good reference point to opt for. Black Friday capped the dealTC Electronic Ditto X4 Looper: it was $259, now $199, save $60 the flagship TC looper had $60 knocked out the price in what is sure to be the best looper pedal deal this season. Its no-nonsense workflow work gives you two stereo loops with stop/start function and
undo/redo for each, as well as seven on board FX loops, and USB connectivity to charge the backing tracks. See DealThe best looper pedals to buy right now(Image credit: TC Electronic)Price: $179/£129 | Workaround: True | Foot switches: 2 | Dedicated stop control?: Yes | A/D/Conversion: 24bitSimple to useEasy to switch pace in the middle of songNo
quantizationIt can get muddy when overdubbing The TC Electronic Ditto X2 is still hugely popular as an entry-level looper pedal, and the food truism refers to the TC looper line: if you go one above the cheapest, you'll get the best value. So it goes with ditto X2. Extremely simple on the front panel, there is one light for the volume of the loop, then it is one
touch to record, one to play, and there is a dedicated stop button. There are also two effect modes that offer inverted half-time loop playback and playback, stereo I/O, and the ability to charge and save loops via USB. Simple but very effective and a lot of fun to use, which is why this is our current top pick for the best looper pedals. (image credit: Boss) Price:
$299/£263 | Workaround: Cached | Foot switches: 2 | Dedicated stop control?: No, but it includes an external foot switch socket so you can add one | Conversion / D / A: 32bitEasy to workIuly immediately switch two sections tracksSwitch indicators visionaryno battery powerNo headphone power Not the latest in the collection Boss's Loop Station earns the
suffix R due to the built-in rhythm generator, making it almost like a hybrid looper / drum machine. On board you will find 280 ready-made rhythms covering multiple musical genres, each of which contains two unique sections sections 1 and Model 2) with transitional fillings and introduction and termination. There is also storage for 50 imported user rhythmsIn
the range of loop functions, there is a stereo loop with two independent tracks, six hours of recording time and 99 built-in memories to store your own phrases. It's an inspiring pedal for songwriting and practice, and it's a capable live tool, too, especially if you're a solo act looking to produce more sound on stage. Read the full Boss RC-10R Rhythm Loop
Station review (Image Credit: Boomerang)Price: $499 | Workaround: Cached | Foot switches: 5 | Dedicated stop control?: Assignable | Conversion A/D/A: 24bitIntuitive as a live toolIndusing the features of the Boomerang III No Loading/Saving kit can be the size of a bridge console on an Enterprise spacecraft, and may not have modern affordability, such as
saving loops and charging via SD or USB card – and there is no quantization, although it may be sync'd to the midi clock – but that doesn't have to be the reason why so many professionals use it, right? The simple answer is that it is an accessor with features for live use only. This best pedal contender looper is not intended to be a compositional tool or play
pre-maintained sleepers. It is there to support players making loop-based music on the fly. As a result, there are features that can be found on other units (I think one shot and stinging effects), but also unique ones. These include reverse mode, which allows you to sample yourself to create inverted solos, such as the Digitech Space Station oddball. Loops
can also be copied, tapped, deleted, and re-routed on the fly, with serial modes that allow you to move between loops to effectively maintain the flow of a song passing from section to section. Depending on the sampling rate and whether you choose mono or stereo, Boomerang III has up to 35 minutes of recording time and two assigned foot switches. With
the side trolley controller (optionally additionally), you can extend it. (image credit: Boss) Price: $299/£179 | Workaround: Cached | Foot switches: 2 | Dedicated stop control?: Yes | Conversion /D/A: 16bitBonus effectsStereo sync'd loopsVersatileFootswitch operation is'in intuitiveW the core of the Boss RC-30 are two synchronised loops. There is an improved
interface with several sliders for volume and then two foot switches. Foot switches pull double duty: when the left hand stops the loop with a double tap, the right one stops all the loops with a double tap. Whether it's on those smaller units or larger RC-50/300-sized ones that offer quantization, we've never been a fan of this pattern, preferring instead to bank
through loops with a button if that means we can have dedicated start and stop. While they are not something we have ever found applicable, there are background tracks in different styles that can be triggered. More useful are the effects – especially since it is a Boss unit – with step phaser, delay, sweep filter, sweeping, setting and splitting the pitch all
ready to be applied to the loop. The RC-30 also makes our list of the best looper pedals because it can save and load sound via USB, with the ability to charge and play WAV files. However, this is when things plunge into less than ideal territory. For live playback, most audiences won't notice the difference between 16 and 24 bits, but if you have songs from
the recording you want to load, chances are they'll be 24-bit. Almost the end of the world, but certainly a little extra effort. (image credit: Pigtronix) Price: $449/£199 | Workaround: Cached | Foot switches: 3 | Dedicated Stop Control?: Stop Everything | Conversion / D / A: 24bitUSB loading / savingDussetUscleason compact housingOnly two loopsThrough two
loops may not sound like much at this price, you can add up to 256 overdubs per loop, and two loops can be sync'd as well. This synchronization is not only the basic type; that is, two loops play for the same time, but also make one multiple of the other. In addition to the parallel operation, loops can be set to series: one starting after the other for more
streamlined transitions between sections in a song. Pigtronix Infinity Looper is not quantized, so you need to be precise in laying out the initial loop. That said, if you play on sleepers, you can synchronize the loop with the primer via MIDI. You can even use it for two guitarists, or a guitar and synthesizer if you pull double duties. For this purpose, you can
separate the stereo inputs and outputs, available through a dedicated split mode. Infinity Looper has looper pedals in our best guide, as it has some useful ringtones and whistles, with reverse function, variable speed and stutter modes. If you connect the expression pedal, you can also control the aging of the loop. (image credit: Digitech) Price: $109/£65 |
Workaround: Cached | Foot switches: 1 | Dedicated stop control?: No | Conversion / D / A: 24bitEasy to useChoch friendlyBudgetCan run multiple units togetherSingle button operationsAdd your price, Digitech Jamman Express XT has a lot to command. Taking in the lessons of its larger brothers in the Jamman range, Express has ten minutes of space for
loops and stereo I/O. Most importantly, it has a feature called JamSync, through which you can combine multiples of these small pedals to expand the loops. Like all single-press loops, it is always a disadvantage to get an entity to stay clean. Recording is very simple, with the same tap once you record, once to finish the loop and start playing like most other
loopers, but double tap-to-stop has always been the kind of thing that easily messes up live. However, if you are a player in the bedroom or are more coordinated than us, the above may not be If so, the Jamman Express XT is one of the best looper pedals offering excellent value for money. (image credit: Line 6) Price: $299/£195 | Workaround: Cached |
Foot switches: 4 | | stop control?: Yes | Conversion/D/A: 24bitCan be used as normal delayRange modes such as one-shotsReliability problemsSampler sums the loop to monoGround zero for guitar loops, its powerful, expressive looper has earned Line 6 DL4 legendary status as one of the most important guitar effects ever made. However, its large size
and tendency to die have caused its popularity to decline, as smaller, more reliable delays have appeared on the market. As a looper, it can very much hold its own, with features such as single-shot loops, accelerating and re-triggering that many other loopers still don't have. That said, depending on where you are in the world, it can be surprisingly expensive
for a unit released in 2000, and there is a reason why many professionals who used it as a looper traveled with several spare parts. (image credit: Electro-Harmonix) Price: $155/£130 | Workaround: Cached | Foot switches: 2 | Dedicated stop control?: Yes | Conversion / D / A: 24bitCapable looper with effectsExpand by footswitchNo electro-harmonix 720
quantization is named for 720 seconds (12 minutes) loops that can be stored in 10 dedicated loops. While scrolling between them live on the fly is definitely in flying while sitting your trouser camp, you can attach an external foot switch with three buttons to access the reversing/retry function and control the bank up/down. In our opinion, it is better to have
control over banking with the knob, leaving two foot switches free to act as dedicated start and stop controls. Like the TC Electronic Ditto X2, the Electro-Harmonix 720 Stereo Looper Pedal also offers some effects, with reversing and half-time modes. It also has a fading loop mode, which gradually fades the repeating loop. (image credit: Digitech) Price:
$355/£179 | Workaround: Cached | Foot switches: 2 | Dedicated stop control?: No | A/D/A Conversion: 24bitUnique setSD card saving/loadingComplex if you just want looperTracking isn't always perfectBy looper on DigiTech Trio+ is pretty basic as a standalone looper if you're a bedroom player working on songs, or looking to thrash out ideas before hitting
team practice, Trio+ might be better for your needs than even the most advanced loop pedal. Why? Well, pedals like the RC-30 offer sleepers, but trio+ power is its ability to play in loops and then instantly generate bass and track drum backing that can be modified to fit multiple styles. The pedal also supports up to five transitions, which allow you to move
around the component parts of the track. The original Trio was intended exclusively for non-live use, but as long as your parts are simple enough and you have access to pa to run it, Trio+ can just live stream. Though for our money, it's even better seen as a compositional aid, not a reason to never help a drummer pack their booths again. (image credit:
Boss) Price: $99/£79 | Workaround: Cached | Foot switches: 1 | Dedicated ochoch cold No | Conversion /D/A: 16bitGreat UIEasy-read displaySingle-button operationPrevious versions of the smallest looper in the Boss range have felt difficult to use live, but despite the RC-1's single-button operation, the huge glowing ring to denote the loop length and
playback position somehow turns this around. Boss RC-1 Loop Station is intuitive to use and the display is very clear where you are in the loop or capture, which means we made fewer mistakes. It's not listed in their top specs, but as the RC-30 RC-1 is 16bit, that shouldn't be a problem for live use. There are no save and recall functions, but the registered
loop is retained when the device is turned off. This helps you avoid frustrating errors if you use this looper as a composition tool. (image credit: HeadRush) Price: $899/£649 | Workaround: Cached | Foot switches: 12 | Dedicated stop control?: Yes | A/D/A conversion: 24-bitThe most advanced floor looper around The grand quantization optionAl longer a little



learning curvePises indicating footswitches isn't there yetYou can still headrush modeler pedal amplifier and multi-fx unit sounds fantastic, but despite the large touch screen, it is less intuitive to use than other units such as Line 6 Helix.To to some extent, the same applies to HeadRush Looper. In terms of features, it has everything you might need: reverse
and transpose options, plenty of I/O ports on the back, for four-way recording and charging/saving via both usb and SD card. However, at the time of writing, foot switches are not assigned outside their hold function, and the stop all switch is in the second row, as are the stop switches for the four main loops. Anyone with live loop experience will tell you that
you usually juggle loops, and foot switches must be as close as possible to your feet. Being able to stop and start a loop by either quickly hitting stop on one and start on the other with one leg, or swinging both feet for instant loop switching is the basis of live-looping performance if you're not playing into pre-canned loops that you can sequencing. As a result,
guitarists want to record and overdub multiple instruments and don't need tap-dance will likely get in with HeadRush, while those that do a regular loop may find this leads to mistakes while playing live. Live.
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